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THE TUTTLE TWINS PRESENT: 

SUBTLE WAYS YOUR  
KIDS ARE TAUGHT TO  
EMBRACE SOCIALISM



It’s Spreading… 

You’ve heard your kids talking about it recently. Maybe they didn’t realize exactly 
what it was, and maybe they didn’t use the proper terminology, but it caught you 
by surprise. Where could they have learned that? Popular music? A friend at 
school? Or even worse, a teacher? You weren’t expecting to have this talk with 
them just yet, but here you are.


The fact of the matter is that if we don’t talk 
with our kids about socialism first, they’ll 
learn about it somewhere else—most likely 
from someone with their own socialist 
tendencies.


Everywhere you turn, socialism seems to be 
gaining popularity with our youth. From 
popular movies and television shows, to 
musical lyrics and social media activism, 
the principles of socialism are being 
marketed to our youth as the only feasible 
solutions to the problems they see in 
society—problems that have been blamed 
on capitalism.


And herein lies the problem: our children 
don’t actually know the difference between 
capitalism and socialism, or any other 
economic model for that matter. 


A recent Pew survey conducted by researchers at Harvard found that more 
young Americans (ages 18-29) hold favorable views of socialism than capitalism. 



Yet, among that same demographic, only 27% believe the government should 
play a large role in regulating the economy. Confusion abounds.


Let’s take a step back to make sure that we have our own terminology correct 
here, since that seems to be part of the problem in the first place. While most 
anyone with a couple of wrinkles around the eyes remembers the economic 
standoff between the socialists in the Soviet Union and the capitalists in the 
United States, this is not what our children envision when socialism comes up in 
conversation.


So, just what exactly is socialism? Socialism is an economic system with the 
underlying philosophy that the major productive forces in the economy belong 
to society as a whole. As a result, the whole of society should have a say in how 
those resources are used. This is usually accomplished through elected 
government officials and special planning boards they establish. 


Rather than responding to price signals, producers follow government mandates 
about the quantity and quality of goods to be produced. Consumer goods are 
rationed by planning boards with government bureaucrats deciding who has 
access to the goods and services they desire.




Capitalism, in contrast, is an economic system with the underlying philosophy 
that property can be privately owned, and that the owner of the property may 
use it as they see fit. Goods and services are voluntarily traded. Prices emerge 
through the effects of supply and demand and people respond according to 
their own relative values. Producers seek profit by competing against each other 
for the opportunity to do business with consumers. 


Both of these are economic systems and they can exist to varying degrees 
under different political systems. The United States, like almost every other 
country on the planet, has a mixed economic system. While more capitalist than 
many other countries, there are elements of socialism and fascism embedded in 
our own economy. This creates confusion when we teach our children about 
“the great American free enterprise system.”


In everything from healthcare to banking, from transportation to food production, 
government intervention distorts the market. Regulatory agencies create 
opportunities for industry insiders to write rules that benefit some businesses 
while harming others. Massive financial institutions are protected from the 
economic losses they have earned through bailouts paid for by American 
taxpayers. Pair that with the false specter of “rising inequality” and our children 
say, “If this is capitalism, I want no part of it.” And we let them believe that is 
what capitalism looks like because we have come to believe it ourselves.


It may be easy for us to remember the tyranny of Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, and 
others, so that now matter how bad our “capitalism” gets, we still balk at the 
thought of adopting socialism here. 


But this is not the socialism that is being marketed to our children. Promises of 
universal health care and a debt-free college education lure them in like a moth 
to a flame. Socialism no longer requires a dictator when an army of well paid, 
low-level bureaucrats can be just as effective. This type of socialism is not scary 
to our children. It is the only type of government most of them have ever known.
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In recent years, politicians like Bernie Sanders 
and Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez have 
popularized the term “democratic socialism.” 
This attempt at rebranding seeks to align 
traditional socialism with democratic political 
system. They claim that this model has been 
successful in Scandinavian countries while not 
pointing out that these countries are not nearly 
as socialistic as they claim. In fact, according 
to the Economic Freedom of the World report, 
most of these countries are as capitalist, if not more so, than the United States. 
The report shows that every Scandinavian country has better protection of 
personal property rights than the United States, and the freedom to trade 
internationally is also more widely available in most of Scandinavia.


But that isn’t going to stop socialists from promoting their agenda here, and 
they’ve found a receptive audience among the youth.


Let’s be clear: what we’re about to show you is not evidence of some grand 
conspiracy or plot foisted upon us by former KGB operatives. This is the result 
of shifting beliefs here at home. Yes, there are organizations promoting the 
teaching and adoption of socialism, and that is a real problem. They are quite 
open about their socialist goals to teach their ideas to your children using the 
public education system. In fact, the Young Democratic Socialists of America 
published a pamphlet to explain why and how socialists ought to become public 
school teachers, and the impact this will have on local communities and the 
nation at large in spreading their political agenda. 


But for now, we want to show you some of the subtle ways that socialist ideas 
are being introduced, taught, and reinforced directly to your children. 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Collectivism 

One of the key underlying philosophies of 
socialism is that society as a whole is 
more valuable than the individuals who 
compose it. Of course, you don’t have 
private property rights when the desires of 
society at large has a greater claim on all 
property than does any individual.


Our children are forced into situations 
where collective decision making, usually 
through popular vote, takes priority over 
the goals and interests of any single 
individual. This is especially common in 
school classrooms. There are many sad 
examples of young students who are 
required to hand all of their new school supplies over to the teacher. While we 
certainly understand the challenge that many teachers face in providing their 
students with adequate educational tools, forced redistribution at the hands of a 
central authority figure is certainly not the best way to go about doing this.


Just to be clear, not all collective action paves the pathway to socialism. People 
often work in groups towards a common goal. Sports teams, company 
departments, and even student groups on a collaborative assignment are often 
voluntary and can provide children with great experience in how to cooperate 
with others. 


The primary difference is in whether each member of the group is able to 
voluntarily participate or not, and whether the individual is able to retain their 
own identity, even to a small extent. 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Group Identity Politics 

Group identity is nothing new at school. Cliques tend to form around those with 
shared interests and values. It has become increasingly popular, however, to 
encourage students to define their personal identity around the collective groups 
to which they belong. 


The real challenge here is 
that, in the name of 
avoiding stereotypes, youth 
are taught that their 
experiences as a member 
of a certain ethnic, 
religious, linguistic, sexual 
orientation (etc.) group will 
define them in ways that 
people with different 
backgrounds simply cannot 
understand. 


As such, rather than their inward values defining their worldview, they are taught 
that their outward appearance  and their membership in certain collectives 
should do that for them. Members of such a group who hold different values are 
often shunned and ridiculed, because who they are as an individual is less 
important than their membership in a collective group. 


This superficial categorization inhibits paying attention to the individual, whose 
identity and values and interests matter and should be respected. When group 
identities are the focus, the individual is disregarded—a consequence of 
socialism in which individual rights are thrown out the window. 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Government Intervention 

With a heavy focus on collective action, socialists frequently demand 
government intervention in the face of what they perceive to be market failures. 


And indeed, from time to time, 
the market does fail. People 
externalize the costs of their 
actions on others (for example, 
the bank bailouts in which the 
costs of their many misdeeds 
were covered by taxpayers). 


A dynamic market is a process of 
discovering the preferences of 
others and is often inefficient. 
Tons of food is wasted while 
others go hungry. Life saving 
medications increase in price 
while frivolous luxuries like video game systems seem to decrease. 


If the market has failed to correct these problems so far, how can we sit aside 
and let them persist? The obvious answer, to many, is government intervention.


Indeed, numerous textbooks teach children that the government has “solved” 
things like economic problems, food shortages, unemployment, animal 
endangerment, climate problems and more.


Young children who are told by authority figures that the government is a 
solution are not equipped to understand that these “solutions” often cause more 
problems than the one they were trying to address. 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Class Envy 

Rather than aspiring to be rich, young Americans are taught to view the wealthy 
as selfish oppressors. Entrepreneurs who paved the way for the economic 
prosperity we enjoy today are vilified as “robber barons.” The stories told of 
these people is often taught in a one-sided manner without any consideration 
for their contributions to improving the lives of everyday Americans.


And this is not restricted to historical figures. For example, The Zinn Education 
Project features a lesson plan for high school students based on the article “Tax 
the Rich, Fight Climate Change” by Bill Bigelow. In the article, Bigelow identifies 
school curriculum as a platform for activism in order to promote what he calls 
“climate justice,” which is little more than government redistribution of wealth 
through taxes on large companies under the guise of environmental protection.


Teaching children to be jealous of others’ wealth encourages an openness to 
supporting policies that take from the “haves” to give to the “have-nots”—the 
essential foundation of socialist policies. And because there is no boundary on 
this idea, it can be applied to climate, as in Bigelow’s case, or a number of other 
issues—food, housing, education, and more.
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Everything as a Basic Human Right 

In civics classes (yes, they still exist), children are taught that the proper role of 
government is to secure the rights of the people. That doesn’t sound too 
different from what has been taught for generations. What has changed 
dramatically, however, is the spectrum of goods and services that are being 
categorized as basic human rights. So, just what is a human right?


UNICEF was originally formed by the United Nations General Assembly to assist 
children who were left orphaned or abandoned in the wake of World War II. Who 
could argue with such a noble objective?  A little more than a decade later, they 
produced the “Declaration of the Rights of the Child” and later “The Convention 
on the Rights of the Child.” Both of these treatises, though never formally 
adopted by the United States, outline a series of “rights,” such as food, shelter, 
education, and healthcare that require the use of scarce resources and labor of 
others. The group works with governments and nonprofit groups around the 
world to establish this list as an authoritative resource.


It is one thing to declare that these are things that every child should have. It is 
another thing entirely to establish a legal standing by which all children can lay 
claim to the economic resources of another person—claims which are then 
enforced by government agencies.


And while the current laws of 
the United States are not 
directly tied to these 
statements of rights, they are 
taught widely to students as a 
part of the Rethinking Schools 
curriculum used by many 
school districts. 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Smear Campaign Against Capitalism 

Perhaps more effective than openly teaching the merits of socialism—an 
impossible task indeed—is to smear capitalism with the blame for every social 
ill. This is pervasive in pop culture which captures youth attention with ease. 


Everything from economic inequality to institutionalized racism, environmental 
problems to military interventionism, any problem that people see in the world 
around them is often blamed on capitalism.


In “The Thingamabob Game,” a lesson plan from “A People’s Curriculum for the 
Earth” from the organization Rethinking Schools, students are taught that 
environmental problems are the direct result of a capitalist economic system. 
This lesson is also promoted by their partner organization, the Zinn Education 
Project.


“The premise of this activity,” 
reads the introduction, “is that 
an economic system driven by 
the profit motive inevitably 
collides with the health of the 
planet in general, and with 
climate stability in particular. A 
challenge for educators is 
finding ways to help students 
experience this fact.”


Children who aren’t equipped to counteract this messaging are very susceptible 
to being influenced by this messaging and therefore believe that capitalism is 
truly at fault—and that socialism is the answer.
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False Promises of Freedom 

Young people today don’t grow up fearing an invasion by the Red Army. They’re 
not afraid that some foreign government is going to come crashing upon 
American shores. The Cold War? The Cuban Missile Crisis? Most of them have 
no idea what these are. 


Interestingly, they are certainly afraid of losing their freedom—but you might be 
surprised at their perceived oppressors.


Their boss at work. Financial institutions like banks and student loan 
organizations. Any politician seeking to reduce government spending on social 
programs. 


All of these groups are believed to be 
agents of oppression against the 
youth of today. So when a democratic 
socialist politician comes along and 
promises a universal basic income, 
student loan relief, and universal 
healthcare coverage, young people 
see this as a promise of freedom from 
the only type of “oppression” that has 
ever concerned them.


If parents and teachers don’t stand 
guard against this pervasive ideology, 
it will run rampant like a virus 
influencing a susceptible host. 


. 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A Socialist Institution 

Many parents are frustrated by what their children are learning at school. Others 
are shocked when they discover gaps and distortions in what is being taught. 
Whether your child’s teachers are recruits from the Young Democratic Socialists 
of America or staunch Reagan conservatives, the very nature of public 
education is teaching your kids to adopt the philosophy of socialism. 


Indeed, the public education system is one of the most glaring examples of 
socialism in practice. Schools are owned and operated by state agencies and 
managed by government bureaucrats. Planning boards determine the allocation 
of resources rather than prices responding to changes in supply and demand. 


A collectivist mentality is adopted as kids are taught to have pride in their school 
for no other reason than that it is the collective to which they have been 
assigned. It is reinforced when we tell them that they own curiosities and 
interests must be put on hold while we run them through the state-approved 
curriculum that has little to no meaning to them, now or in the future. 


Children are taught, by virtue of the system they spend a majority of their young 
lives in, that the individual must always subjugate to the collective by way of 
government agents. Noncompliance will be punished, without consideration for 
right or wrong.




The schools are funded, in part, by taxes on private property. Inability to pay 
property taxes of a few thousand dollars may result in a tax lien foreclosure, 
taking the entire home in order to extract a very small percentage of its overall 
value. And you will pay these taxes to the state whether or not you utilize the 
services it offers you.


As a result of federal education policy, many states have adopted technologies 
designed to track students, like widgets, as they pass through the conveyor belt 
of school. They have become little more than economic resources awaiting 
assignment from the central planners.


And so teachers and administrators, no matter their own political views, 
promote socialism to your children. When the model is challenged with 
competitive alternatives, teachers unions seek after the heavy hand of the state 
to restrict and regulate these newcomers in order to protect the entrenched 
socialist institutions. 


Recent teacher walkouts were not demanding a release from the chains of a 
socialist institution that had failed them, but were simply petitions for a larger 
slice of the central planners’ pie. Every single argument made on their behalf 
was a supporting cry for socialism.


Yes, good teachers exist in the system, and there’s lots of helpful curriculum and 
educational resources that’s used. But when the very system is structured in a 
socialist manner, it’s little wonder that many who pass through its halls come to 
embrace the same philosophy.
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What Can Be Done 

You work hard. You try to be a good parent and make sure your children are well 
cared for. They have food to eat, decent clothes to wear, books to read, and a 
bright future ahead of them. You work hard to provide those things for your 
children, whether you had them or not.


But lately, the political horizon isn’t looking so bright, and you’re unsure about 
how to secure a better world for the next generation.


“Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction,” Ronald 
Reagan once said. “We didn’t pass it on to our children in the bloodstream. It 
must be fought for, protected, and handed on for them to do the same, or one 
day we will spend our sunset years telling our children and our children’s 
children what it was once like in the United States where men were free.”


Nearly five decades have passed since Reagan uttered those famous words, 
reminding us of our obligation to teach the principles of freedom and free 
enterprise. The situation we face may be different than previous generations, but 
the responsibility still falls upon us to teach our children how to live free and 
allow others to do the same.


So, how are we going to do that?
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Understand the Dangers of Socialism 

Rather than simply decrying anything and everything we don’t like as socialism, 
and expecting that to sufficiently deter our children, we must be able to explain 
to them exactly why these policies, and the philosophies upon which they are 
founded, will harm people. Democratic Socialism preaches a message of 
inclusiveness, but socialism has been much less friendly to marginalized 
populations when actually practiced. 


When we point out the millions who have been murdered or starved as a result 
of socialist regimes through the 20th century, our children draw a distinction 
between the tyrants of the past and a more democratic approach to socialism of 
the day. Without ignoring those victims of the past, we need to also shine a light 
on modern examples, like young Charlie Gard, who was not only denied access 
to medical treatment by bureaucrats and judges in the United Kingdom, but 
whose parents were barred from attempting to take him out of the country to 
seek medical treatment elsewhere. Such anecdotes are common, but few 
receive any media attention. These are modern examples of socialism’s failure.


In Poland, the Instytut Pamięci Narodowej (Institute of National Remembrance) 
has developed a game to help their youth understand what life was like under a 
socialist economic model. The game, Kolejka (Queue, in English), consists 
mostly of waiting in line for the chance to purchase basic goods, only to 
discover that the stores are out of stock. Those same goods may be found 



through the black market, but getting caught there can bring steep punishment. 
Your friendly neighborhood bureaucrat can offer some perks, but certainly 
comes at a cost. The designers believe that this game helps the younger 
generation see through the hollow promises of this new wave of socialist 
politicians by delivering a glimpse into the reality these politicians deliver.


Socialism is not dangerous simply because it tends to lead toward political 
dictatorship, but because it systematically makes bad decisions about how to 
allocate the scarce resources people use to satisfy our wants, eliminates any 
possible mechanisms that might provide feedback showing misallocation, then 
creates barriers to prevent individuals from trying to correct those errors. 
Austrian Economists Ludwig von Mises and Friedrich von Hayek explained this 
phenomenon in great detail in their discussions of the socialist calculation.


Clarity of Language 

As was noted previously, part of the appeal of democratic socialism is that it 
promises to deliver on things that appeal to our natural yearning for self-
expression and freedom. It does this by using language that is intentionally 
deceptive. Our best tool to combat such confusion is to consistently and 
accurately label these ideologies and philosophies. Government interventionism 
to support business or “protect American interests abroad” are no less socialist 
because they are embraced by the political right. In many cases, it is the 
capitalists who are the greatest enemies to a capitalist economic system. 


Intellectual Honesty 

Along those same lines, if we want our children to be able to discern between 
socialism and capitalism, we must be honest about the different aspects of our 
mixed economic model, especially those which are socialistic. Which industries 
are heavily regulated by government bureaucrats? In which industries does the 
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government exercise an effective monopoly? Are these services really so unique 
that market principles of capitalism could not provide them?


We must also recognize some of the negative outcomes that have been the 
result of the more capitalistic elements of our economy. The market really does 
fail, because the market is made up of the actions of regular humans. People 
make mistakes. We need to be honest about that when it happens (though there 
is often an underlying rule or regulation that incentivized such an action).


Socialists claim that private property rights cannot exist without government 
intervention, and we often give them intellectual ammunition to support this 
claim by demanding intervention to protect not only property rights, but property 
values. Socialism to promote “economic development” is still socialism.


Allow Them the Benefit of Property Rights 

The best way to teach the positive value of personal property rights is to allow 
children to experience the benefits of such a system first hand. Children have a 
natural tendency to want to protect what is theirs. They quickly learn the power 
and utility of the declaration, “Mine!” Unfortunately, the lesson soon follows that 
crying and an appeal to parental authority can supersede the property claims of 
others, as mom or dad, seeking a simple method to calm a sibling squabble, will 
force the property holder to share the toy or game in question.


It only takes a few seconds to appeal to the offended child’s own sense of 
ownership to help them understand why they would want to have the same 
rights afforded to them. Encouraging children to share voluntarily, then 
respecting their decision when they decline, will teach them the importance of 
consent in other aspects of their lives.
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Ready to begin? We can help… 

In a world filled with consumers, what happens if the 
producers give up and leave? And how can people 
better practice personal responsibility and not have a 
sense of entitlement about the things they think they 
deserve?


Ethan and Emily Tuttle tackle these questions in their 
latest adventure, this time as clowns in the visiting 
circus. Incorporating ideas from Ayn Rand’s hit novel 
Atlas Shrugged, this book shows how things begin 
falling apart when socialism creeps in. Join the clown 
twins as they try to figure out where Atlas went—and 
more importantly, why he left.


The entire series will benefit your child 

Why stop with one book? Many 
parents struggle to teach important 
ideas like capitalism and free market 
economics to their children. The Tuttle 
Twins are here to help!


Nearly half a million copies have been 
sold, showing how strongly parents 
recognize the support these books 
provide to teach their children ideas 
that matter.

Visit TuttleTwins.com!

http://TuttleTwins.com
http://TuttleTwins.com
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